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The Machines shutdown report template is the heart of the production division, which is the reason why the manufacturer's owners always take care of the machine and its activities, Just as the maintenance department also took care of the machine to avoid breakdowns, but there are also several reasons that machine breakdowns occur in units like the
below: No MaterialPower Supply - interruptionNo Man PowerTooling is not available (including consumables)No planning for materialSetting TimeSetting or unloading problems during operationUnder Maintenance This is only nine reasons that are defined for the format of the report on the stop of the machine, but in the actual production line of different types
of shutdowns can be found. All of these causes need to be identified and, in accordance with the management of the report, decisions can be made to address each reason for the shutdown, to eliminate each cause individually, and the necessary measures will be taken to address it. Based on the report on the shutdown machine, the manual can obtain
detailed information, collecting data from the production department with each stop machine reports go for analysis individually, each report having its own reasons, which machines are stringent requirements for increasing use. As above nine reasons, the last tenth reason is an unidentified cause that comes for the first time, this variable format requirement
can possibly increase the number of causes and the same will be possible to decrease the number of causes as management has taken the necessary action for a number of reasons. Download the Machine Stop Report format in the word documentMachine Stop Report Examples (en) Samples of the report on the stop of the machine (en) Samples of the
report on the stop of the machineBound topics: Tags: causes of breakdown of cars, analysis of the breakdown of the machine, report on the breakdown of the machine, the analysis of the breakdown of the machine, the format of the report on the breakdown of the car, the format of the report on the breakdown of the car The report template of the machine
stop, the types of breakdowns of cars on February 9, 2014, January 24, 2014, May 22, 2014. There are three cases that are important for analyzing the breakdown. They are presented in the following chart, which shows two reported violations in each case. Key figures for idle Key figures for downtime include: - Idle time entered / Repair time - Average time
to repair Average machine breakdown duration, MTTR (average time for repair), miscalculated from individual history Equipment. This gives the following formula: The key figure of the MTTR is calculated in the watch. First First 10 hoursThe second breakdown of 05 hoursNuer breakdowns 02 MTTR No. 10 - 5 / 2 - 7.5 hours To calculate the key figure of the
average repair time, when analyzing the breakdown (information structure S070) take into account effective breakdowns and the number of effective breakdowns. All other analyses (and information structures) take into account the duration of the breakdown and then the number of broken fractures noted. This gives the following formula: The key figure of the
MTBR is calculated in the watch. The following example shows how MTBR is calculated: Pump Acquisition Date A 01/01/94 First Breakdown 01/10/94 Downtime 10 Hours Second Breakdown 01/20/94 Downtime 5 hours Number of breakdowns 2 MTBR X and Y (St) / 2 (456 - 10) / 2 or (216 - 240 - 10) / 2 - 223 hours When calculating the key figure Average
time between repairs, only the launch of the update can be taken into account, If the Start-up indicator has been installed in the master data for equipment or functional places. If the indicator has not been set, the end date of the first malfunction message will be taken into account. In this case, the first fault message will not be used to miscalculate the key
mtBR (link to the following illustration). ————————————————————————- On 1/2/07, k.sureshbabu via sap-log-pm wrote: Dear all, can any body tell me how the above-mentioned values are calculated in the (Breakdown Analysis Report) T-code - MCI7. Whether there is an activation or customization settings involved in this. Before you
start with machine downtime analysis, it's important to have a system in place that automatically monitors when your machines aren't working. If you don't have one yet, Evocon is one of the easiest and easiest ways to achieve this. The next step is to start collecting data on the cause of the machine's failure. The most significant advantage of registering the
causes of the breakdown is that it allows you to understand the reasons for the loss of availability. If you have this procedure in place, you can significantly improve the quality of the machine downtime analysis. Also, knowing the details of your downtime is a big step towards improving your OEE. Start directly with the analysis of the downtime of the machineIt
is quite common that the practice of registering the causes of the breakdown creates misunderstanding among the employees on the shop floor. The perception is that does there control how well people are doing their job. In fact, the goal is to create a habit of being aware when stops occur. This leads to an understanding of the causes of machine downtime
and working with data to improve the overall production process. In addition, the practice acts as a tool to help shop staff do their job more efficiently and report problems more clearly. Adding idle cause machines to Evocon systemAdding machines for idle cause in Evocon systemBased on our experience with numerous manufacturing companies around the
world, there are 5 key things that will significantly extinguish the effectiveness of machine downtime analysis when you're just starting out or when you're looking for ways to improve the current process. The most important aspect too often we see companies start collecting data on machine downtime and OEE, but no tangible results come out of it. The main
reason for this is the lack of a project manager or manager. That's why we always encourage companies that start their digitization projects to make sure they have someone in charge of managing it. At Evocon we call these people ambassadors Evocon. They know how the system works, and make sure everyone inserts the necessary information about
OEE and downtime into the system. They contact our support whenever help is needed. In a nutshell, all automation and digitization projects need leaders because they help manage the process and achieve goals. Otherwise, the data will remain only data. So if you start by analyzing the downtime of the machine, make sure you identify that person in your
company. If you have someone leading the project, you have already taken a huge step towards making it successful, to completely transform your production and OEE. By laying the groundwork for success While you are building ownership of the project in your company, the next step is to make sure that the data you collect is valuable and actionable. This
is the part where you have to get all involved. This step is even more important if you work for a multinational company with factories in different countries. To create a working and efficient process of machine downtime analysis, it is very important that you work together with your colleagues in the workshop to determine the causes and groups of
breakdowns. Thus, all participants in the process understand the reasons unanimously. If you need help identifying the cause of the crash, follow our guide: How to determine the cause of the car failure? Once the process goes smoothly, it's time to take it to the next level. No shutdown has left behind us working with a lot of different companies from a wide
variety of industries. There is one thing that most successful companies do differently than all others. Fortunately, this is a fairly simple thing to implement if you follow all the previous steps. After your operators are already familiar with the various causes of the breakdown and how to add We strongly recommend that you set a goal so that all stops are
commented on after the end of the work shift. If you are using Evocon, then a good time to set this goal after you have completed our one month free trial period. But you already have to work on this during the free trial process. The goal of knowing all the causes of breakdown is one of the best to have when you are looking to increase your OEE and
improve availability. This provides greater transparency in the production process, which in turn gives you a platform to make smart decisions. If you want to know more about why tracking all your breakdowns is important, read our post: Why does machine downtime matter? Daily checkups There are many things you can do to make sure that the process of
understanding machine downtime and registering all the causes of stopping becomes a habit. One of the most effective procedures for this is daily inspections with operators after each work shift. If you use Evocon, Shift View is the perfect tool for this. This allows you to see a visualized view of the entire shift with well-defined stops. You can also see the
causes of the breakdown and if any of them are missing. These regular checkups are very effective at creating a habit of being aware of what is happening on the store floor. Based on the above, many of our customers have included inspections in their daily routine. At the end of each shift or in the morning, the manager checks the previous shift with the
operator. The transfer of the shift can occur only after they have added reasons to all stops. This procedure ensures that there is a discussion with the operator and that you understand what happened during the shift. We can't stress enough how important this is if you want to have a meaningful impact on performance. Often our customers experience a 10-
20% increase in productivity in just a few months after the daily checks. If you don't do it already, make sure it becomes part of your daily routine. By increasing the level of detail of machine failures, based on how you identified the causes of the breakdown at the beginning, you can make even more use of downtime analysis, increasing the depth of data
collected from the machines. In other words, you're expanding the level of detail for the causes of the breakdown recorded by production operators. If you use Evocon, you can implement it very easily. Operators have the ability to enter additional information for each reason of the stop that is registered. By making it mandatory, you will immediately get more
information about the problems that arise during production, thereby empowering you and your colleagues to make informed decisions about what needs to be improved. Another option is to increase the number of causes of machine failure. The advantage of this is that it allows to zero more effectively about why a certain stop occurred. On the other hand, it
can also interfere with the process, especially if the list of reasons becomes too long and operators have to spend more find the right reason. However, when applied with caution, this can prove to be a very powerful tool. This can help you come up with new ideas to improve your production and shed light on problems that you were completely unaware of.
For a useful pattern of typical machine failures, follow our guide: How to determine the cause of the machine failure? Moving forward, of course, there are still many things you can do and check in your company that will improve how you do your production downtime analysis, but the points we have brought here are some of the most important. These
recommendations are based on an analysis of the performance of our customers. So make sure you have built your foundation and then you can start moving on from there. If you have any questions, you can always contact our team and we will be more than happy to help you with your downtime analysis. Downtime. machine breakdown analysis report
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